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INSTRUC”ONS TO AUTHORS

he C'／1／11c8e Journal of Clinical Oncology(CJCO)
is produced six times a year and publishes original

work，reviews，articles of interest and letters under a

broad scope of topics relevant to the latest research

achievements in basic theory，prevention，diagnosis，

treatment，and clinical experience related to clinical on—

cology．

All papers are published in English although submis—

sion of articles in other languages will notprejudice ed—

itorial consideration．The author(s)will be responsible

for translation into English if the article is accepted for

publication．

Manuscripts should be prepared in the Vancouver Style

(see e．g．Br Med J 1979；1：532—35)．They should not

normally exceed 3500 words but review articles mav be

twice this length．Letters intended for publication

should be marked”For Publication”．Manuscripts
should be typewritten in double spacing on one side of

the Paper only with margins of at least 2．5 cm．A11

pages should be numbered．

Manuscripts should be arranged as title page，abstract，

introduction。materials and methods，results，discus—

sion，acknowledgements，references，tables，and fig．

ures．Accepted manuscripts become the permanent

property of the C／1／／le。qc]oumal of Clinical Oncology

fCNl2—1359／R)，and may not be reproduced by any

means，in whole or in part without the wriRen permis—

sion of both the authors and the publisher．We reserve

the right to copy and edit accepted manuscripts．Inves—

tigations in human subjects must confotin to accepted

ethical standards(the World Medical Association

Helsinki Declaration，adopted in 1964 and amended in

1996)．Authors should also follow the guidelines for

the care and use of 1aboratory animals of their institu．

tion or national animal welfare committee．

Manuscripts should be prepared in MS—Word and sub—

mitted in triplicate along with a 3．5”floppy disk to：

Chine∞Journal 0f Clinical Ontology，Ti删in Q瞰髓

Institute and Hospital，Huanhuxi Road,Tiyuaabei，

Herd District,Tianjin 300060．P．R．China．E—mail sub—

missions(cocr@eyou．com)are welcome．

Authors should retain one copy of the text，tables and

illustrations，as the editors will not hold any responsi—

bilities for the loss or damage to typescripts，and will

not return the manuscripts to the author(s)．An ac．

knowledgment with a manuscript number will be sent

to the author(s)upon a manuscript being received．It

is the authors
7

responsibility to check with editorial of-

rice for updated status of their manuscripts．

Manuscript style should conform to CJCO format and

the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted

to Biomedical Journals，as presented in Ann Intern

Med，1997；126：36—47(fifth edition)．

Disclose all possible conflicts of interest(e．g．，funding
sources for consultancies or studies of products)．A
brief indication of the importance of the paper to the

field of clinical oncology is helpful in gaining peer re—

view．

Talepage

It should be a separate page and include the manuscript

title．authors，棚liations of each author，the institution

and department where the work was accomplished，

first author7s brief introduction，and acknowledgment
of any financial support for the research．The name，

full address．Tel／Fhx number and e—mail of the corre—

sponding author should be typed in the lower left cor-

ner of the title page．Titles should be concise and in-

formative．A short running title(1ess than 40 letters)

should be provided．The authors7names are listed as

follows；initials and／or first name middle name or ini—

tialfsl and family nan3e such as Xi Shan Hap．

An informative and structured abstract of no more than

300 words should accompany each manuscript．Ab-
stracts for original contributions should be divided by
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individual headings into paragraphs entitled：OBJEC-

TIVE(including background)，METHODS(including

subjects)，RESULTS(including important data)，and

CONCLUSION．Authors should use complete sen—

tences，and spell out acronyms at first mention．

Keywords

For all submissions，including Commentaries，give a

list of not more than eight MeSH headings in alphabet．

ical order below the abstract．MeSH headings should

be selected from main headings listed in Medical Sub．

ject Headings in Index Medicus(published by the Na．

tional Library of Medicine)http：／／www．nlm．nih．gov／
mesh，MBrowser．html．

It should include sections，introduction，MATERIALS

AND METHODS，RESULTS，DISCUSSION，AC-

KNOWLEDMENTS，REFERENCES，tables and fig—

UreS．

Textheadings

The main headings used in Original Contributions are

MAⅡ璁IAI，S AND ME【HoDS，RESIⅡ门晒，and D瑙．

CUSSION(These headings may not apply to statistical

and review papers．)Place them flush left on the page in

capital 1etters；do not underline or use bold lettering．

Do not use”introduction”as a heading．Second-level

headings are flush left with only the first 1etter of the

first word uppercased．Do not underline．Third-level

headings are italic and begin the paragraph(with only

the first letter of the first word uppercased)，followed

by a period．Do notnumber the sections of the PaDer．
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Three-line tables should be cited in the text，and self-

contained，self—explanatory and should complement

but not duplicate the infoITnation contained in the text．

One hodzontal line is under the title，a second under

the column heads，and a third at the end of the table，

above any footnotes．Tables should be numbered con—

secutively in Arabic numerals and their titles should be

seton the'top of their tables with common units for the

whole table on the top right．Vertical and italic lines

should be omitted．

Figure

It should be cited in the text and self——explanatory on a

separate page with a brief but complete title below the

figure．Pictures should be high quality black and white

photographs labeled on the back with the figure hum—

ber and the orientation of an arrow．High quality color

pictures are welcome．
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The correct preparation of statistical manuscripts is

particularly important and the precise nature and posi—

tion of each symbol must be clear．Statistical symbols

are automatically set in italics and need not be under．

1ined except to prevent ambiguity，e．g．when an isolat-

ed letter，such as a，occurs in the text．For example：(1)

t-test is expressed as f；(2)F-test is expressed as只(3)

Chi—square test is expressed as X2；(4)Correlation CO—

efficient is expressed as f=(5)Degree of freedom is ex．

pressed as d．f；(6)Number of sample is expressed as n；

r7)Probability is expressed as P．Symbols should not

be used to start a sentence．

To improve clarity and readability，the Joumal strictly

1imits the use of abbreviations．Standard abbreviations

should be defined in the abstract and on first mention

in the text．In general，terms should not be abbreviated

unless they are used repeatedly and the abbreviation is

helpful to the reader．Permissible abbreviations are list—

ed in Units，Symbols and Abbreviations：A Guide for

Biological and Medical Editors and Authors(Ed．

Baron DN，1988)Published bv The Royal Society of

Medicine。London．Some commonly used abbrevia—

tions，such as DNA，RNA，HIV，LD50，PCR，HBV，

ECG，WBC，RBC，CT，ESR，CSF，IgG，ELlSA，PBS，
ATP，EDTA，mAb，etc，Can be used directly．

A fee of 300 RMB(US$35)for each page will be

charged after a manuscript being accepted for publica—

tion．Authors are responsible for additional charges in—

curred from color printing．Author(s)will receive three

free copies of the issue that contains the published pa．

per．Offprints may be purchased by returning the order

to the editorial office．
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